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diamir axion-82 and 82(long) at crampon

	
  

If you purchased a new Black Diamond O2 or O3
Telemark Binding this season, and there are no
"O-Rings" on the binding cartridge assembly,
disregard this notice. If there are "O-Rings" on
the binding cartridge assembly please continue.
To identify the location of the O-Rings, please
refer to the image at left.
In isolated cases with certain boot sole sizes and
lug patterns, the end cap of the compression
spring cartridge may work its way loose. To
prevent this from happening in the field, we
recommend you follow these instructions as a
precaution.
Step 1: Apply Loctite.
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Step 3: Repeat.
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For non-U.S. inquires, please contact your respective distributor.

set at room temperature before use (longer if
cold).
Step 4: Seat Cable
Note: The cable snaps securely under the riser
once a boot is flexed (Image D). If you notice that
the cartridges are out of alignment (Image C), you
must remove the front cable and reseat it evenly
under the front riser. To remove and reseat the
cable, push the cable forward through the riser so
that a loop of cable will form to the side of the riser.
This can be pulled out to free the cable. It's
important that the cable is centered and that the
cable is properly seated beneath the riser.

Locked and loaded—get back out there and
experience what these bindings can really do.
Thanks and have fun! Contact your local dealer
with questions.

